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Maine Prepares For Record Homecoming
'Football Game With Colby
To Climax Varied Program
For Alumni And Students

Draft Status
Of Students
Is Defined

led
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:45 a.m. His
pricing.

Number 6

Dances, Open Houses, Luncheon
Are Scheduled For Old Grads

Trainees In ROTC
May Finish Courses

Maine's annual homecoming, climaxed by the Maine-Colby
football game Saturday afternoon on Alumni Field, promises a gala
week end for old grads and students. With open arms and two days
of almost continuous activity the University will welcome its alumni
back to the campus.
Highlighting the two days of excitement will be an old-fashioned
football rally, three football games, women's hockey contests, open
houses, and dances plus the color-.-ful homecoming decorations and
exhibits of the dormitories and
fraternities.

The army is sending draft
greetings, but a student enrolled
in ROTC units with a satisfactory academic and military record
is eligible for deferment until the
completion of his training.

Veterans who have served more
than 90 days are exempted from induction under present draft regulations.
Basis for Exemption Determined
Festivities start Friday afternoon at It has been officially announced
Nonveteran students not enrolled in
two o'clock when the Bear Jayvees take that November 6, the day of the
military are given only one year's
on the Maine Maritime Academy elev- Bowdoin game, is a student holiday.
exemption by virtue of satisfactory
en in the first of the football games.
Students are warned that the 24academic records.
Torchlight Parade Planned
hour
cutting rule applies to both
Enrollment in advanced military
At 6 p.m. the University band, Friday, November 5. and Monday,
courses assures a student of completdecked out in its new uniforms, will November 8.
ing his academic training if he agrees
lead a torchlight parade starting at the
to serve on call as a reserve officer
Memorial Gym, which will circle the
for two years.
campus and return to the gym to open
Major Richard Healy said there
the big rally. The program will in—Newhall photo
were 118 University men in advanced
HEADING THE PARADE—Resplendent in their new uniforms, Pat
clude skits by the Maine Masque and
military, 35 of whom are nonvets.
Ward (left), Bill Bodwell, and Jane Knight will lead the University Band
the Elms. A victory bonfire in the
Many Affected at the University
through its Homecoming maneuvers, including tomorrow night's torcharea beyond the varsity tennis courts
Draft registration includes men of
light parade.
will climax the night's activity.
18 to 26, inclusive, but present selecFollowing the rally the Senior
tions are from the 19-26 group.
Trophies will be awarded both
Skulls will sponsor a stag dance in
Of the 2,460 men students at the
members of the winning team in the
Memorial Gym.
University approximately 824 are
Intramural Debating tournament, DePresident Arthur A. Hauck will bating Council President Larry Jennonveterans who will be keeping a
close eye on their draft status. There
greet the old grads at a pre-game, ness announced today.
are 380 nonveteran students at the
homecoming luncheon on Saturday at
The tourney will begin November
Brunswick Annex.
11:45 a.m., in Memorial Gym, which 11 and will extend through the first
Next March the Army plans to
will honor the great Maine football semester. All students are eligible
give an objective ROTC exam to
team of 1913. That year the Bears, state to enter except those who have varsiThe Veterans Administration InThe Agricultural Club's second an- series winners, tied Yale and defeated
nonveteran freshmen and sophomores
ty debate status.
formation
Division Office in Boston nual Farmers' Fair will get under Boston University.
to determine eligibility for a deferStudents must register at 310
ment quota which is yet to be set. has announced some important deadline way Saturday, Nov. 13, with an Ayer Will Be Toastmaster
Stevens
Hall on or before Thursday,
dates
on
GI benefits.
eventful day of cow milking, pie eatThe quota is expected to cover some
Hazen H. Ayer '24, president of the November 4. They may enter as
In the education field the office points ing, milk spilling, potato picking, nail
200 or 300 students.
General Alumni Association, will be teams or individually.
Students included in the deferment out that education or training must be driving, and seed counting.
toastmaster at the luncheon, and Colby
The topic for this year's tourney
The Fair's activities, which are President J. Seelye Bixler will extend
quota will be required to sign an started within four years after diswill be Resolved: that the Federal
agreement to accept a reserve com- charge, or by July 25, 1951, whichever under the direction of Richard F. his greetings.
Government should adopt a policy of
mission if offered, and to serve on is later, and must be completed not Willis, Bangor, and John A. Smiley, The luncheon will highlight the
educational opportunities
equalizing
Waterville, will take place in the Uni- morning's activities which
active duty for a period of at least later than July 25, 1956.
include the by means of federal grants. All teams
versity's
field
house.
24 months after graduation if called
Regarding loans, the office states that
annual "hat" game, and the alumnae will have a chance to debate both
by the Secretary of Army, according veterans may apply for guaranteed or
The eventful day will be climaxed versus undergraduates contest on the
sides of the question.
to Major Myron D. Smith.
insured GI loans for the purpose of
(Continued on Page Four)
(Continued on Page Four)
First round assignments will be
Married nonveterans are at present buying or building homes, farms, or
made
at a meeting of the Debating
exempt from the draft as are the sur- businesses, until July 25, 1957.
November 4 at 7:15 p.m.
Council
viving sons of gold star mothers.
In regard to insurance, the office dein 6 South Stevens.
clares that, although the deadline for
reinstating lapsed NSLI under the easy
BOWDOIN TRAIN
reinstatement terms is past (July 31, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28
8-11 p.m.—Carnegie Hall open
1948), that does not mean that vet- 4
114111,
4'.
p.m.—Women's Forum at North
Ted Curtis, Faculty Manager
erans with lapsed term insurance can- Estabrooke.
SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 30
of Athletics, has announced that
not reinstate.
8:30 itan.—Women's field hockey—
7 p.m.—Order of the Temple in
tickets for the Maine-Bowdoin
The Panhellenic Council urges all
Lapsed NSLI term policies can be Orono lodge hall.
a spirited "hat" game.
game are no longer available.
Freshman women and transfer stureinstated any time before the expira7 p.m.—Hillel Foundation in Car- 9 a.m.—Freshmen vs. Higgins
During the biggest rush that Mr.
dents to attend a general meeting in
tion
of the term. If they have lapsed negie lounge.
Classical, football game.
Curtis has ever seen, 2500 stuOakes room of the Library, Nov.
the
more than three months a physical
7:30 p.m.—Scabbard and Blade at
9-11 a.m.—Classroom and labora- 1 at 7:15 p.m., when the rules and
dent and alumni tickets were
examination is required.
tories open to old grads.
15 Coburn Hall.
sold between 8:00 Monday mornprocedure of rushing will be ex11:45 a.m.—Homecoming lunch- plained.
ing and 4:00 Tuesday afternoon.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29
E reursion train tickets to
2 p.m.—Jayvees vs. Maine Mari- en. honoring 1913 football team.
University Professors
1:30 p.m.—COLBY vs. MAINE,
Brunswick are still plentiful,
time, football game.
Choose Dr. Virtue
Hillel Meets Tonight
at
Alumni Field.
and will be on sale all next week.
6:30 p.m.—Football rally at MePrufessor,
Charles F. Virtue was
4:15p.m.—After-the-game-dance
The train will leave Orono at
The Hillel Foundation will meet toelected president of the University of morial Gym—songs—bonfire.
and coffee, sponsored by All-Maine night in Carnegie lounge at 7 o'clock.
0:00 am, Saturday, and start the
Maine chapter of the American As7:30 p.m.—Meeting of the "M"
Women.
return trip from Brunswick one
A discussion of interfaith relations
sociation of University Professors at Club
4:15 p.m.—Alumni tea at Carnegie will be followed by a song lest led by
hour after the game ends.
a luncheon meeting in Merrill Hall 8 p.m.—Senior Skull Dance at MeMr. Nathan Fish, principal of the
last Tuesday.
morial Gym.
(Continued on Page Four)
Bangor Hebrew School.
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Senate Plans
Frank, The Cop,Has Ability
Election Voting To Be'Everywhere At Once'
law
In November

Frank, the Cop, symbol of
and
order on the campus, is as much a
Plans for class elections, to be held part of the University as the pine
about mid-November, were discussed tree on this institution's stationery.
at the General Senate Meeting TuesAfter twenty-three years' police
day evening. It was agreed that the service with the University, Frank
three top candidates for each office will Cowan says a cop is "a good fellow
be taken from a primary ballot and until he has to make you do somevoted upon. It was further decided thing you don't vant to do."
that the class president will be a man, Frank tags about six cars a day,
the secretary a girl, while the vice he says, mostly for parking violations.
president and treasurer may be either. He holds "court" every weekday
The Senate voted to prohibit the from 10 to 11 o'clock in the morning,
publication of balloting results on the pointing out to lawbreakers the unfinal election on the grounds that in- wisdom of their course.
Informally dubbed the University's
dividuals who have only a few votes
have their feelings hurt by such pub- chief of police, Frank has an uncanny
lication. The results will be held on ability of being everywhere on the
file in the Dean of Men's office where campus at once. This ability is legenthey may be inspected by interested dary as well as confounding. Recently a student parked his car at Merrill
persons.
The ballots will be counted by a com- Hall when Frank drove up and told
—Newhall Photo
mittee named by the Senior Skulls and him he couldn't park there. The
driver parked his car in a remote spot
THE Cli !FA.% FRANK COWAN
the All-Maine Women.
near the college silo and ran to class.
The Sophomore representative to the
When lie returned he found a little schoolmate to an auto race around
Athletic Association will be chosen at
the building then housing the indoor
red ticket on his windshield.
the time of the class elections.
Asked how he does it, Frank mum- track.
bled a second, then said, "Well, you
They started out in opposite dirrecsee, if I told you, you'd know when tions from the same spot, each hugI was coming and be able to get ging the corners close to the building,
away."
and came to a head-on crash halfway
One old-timer reminiscently reveals around their track. Unhurt, the
58 Columbia St., Bangor
that Frank is not as cold and heart- stunned drivers picked themselves up
less as his formidable blue uniform and found Frank, the Cop, leering at
"AMERICAN SEA SONGS
and silver badge might indicate. The them. Frank was going to take propand CHANTEYS"
informant recalled how, the day be- er action until he found they were
from the Days of Iron Men
fore his graduation, he challenged a graduating.
and Wooden Ships
Handsomely illustrated
in Color

Betts Bookstore

$5.00

OFFICIAL
eANSOR.ME.

Maine Women Russia Knows
Plan Vic Dance Cold War Lost,
In Gymnasium Friedrich Says
The All-Maine women assisted by
the Sophomore Eagles will hold an
informal after-game vic dance in the
gym Saturday.
Hostesses will be Jan Crane, Lois
Nicholson, Mary Dirks, Thelma
Crossland, Jayne Hanson, Nancy
Carter, Barbara Hines, Kay Kennedy,
Dorothy Ansel!, Jerry Siminomic,
and Jean Cunningham, chairman.
Servers will be Pat Simmons, Janet
Banister, Mary Marsden, Nancy
Hubbard, Emily Smaha, Barbara
Grover, Phyllis Osgood, Florence
Berube, Eliza Zaitlin, Joanne Josslin,
Bertha Clarke, and Eleanor Mower.
No admission will be charged. Coffee and doughnuts will be on sale.

"The Russians realize they've lost
the battle for Germany and, consequently, the battle for Europe," Dr.
Carl J. Friedrich, professor of government at Harvard University, said
at the University Assembly held last
Friday in observance of United Nations Week.
Dr. Friedrich, who recently returned from Germany where he
served as governmental adviser to
General Lucius D. Clay, believes
there are clear signs that the present
war talk stems from Communist propaganda.
"Russia does not want war," he
said, "and neither do we." The air
lift has turned out to be a striking
victory in the cold war, according to
Dr. Friedrich. The Soviets would
never have put on the blockade, he
asserted, had they realized that the
United States would make so "magSociety's attitudes toward marriage nificent an effort."
will be discussed by Rev. William E. "Perhaps the United Nations will
Gardner in the Friendship and Mar- be unable to resolve the crisis, but
riage series Sunday evening at 7 in there is no conclusive argument
the Oakes Room of the Library.
against their considering it," Dr.
The talk on "What is Marriage" by Friedrich said. "It is an essential
Mr. Gardner, pastor of the First step which the United States had to
Universalist Church in Bangor, will take on the road toward a peaceful
be followed by a question period and settlement of the Berlin crisis provoked by the Soviet Union."
discussions in smaller groups.
The University Orchestra, under
This is the third in a series on
the direction of Mr. A. Stanley Cayt"Friendship and Marriage."
Mg, opened the assembly with the
Salute to the United Nations" by
Isaac. "The Heritage of Freedom"
by Wagner was sung by the Combined
Glee Clubs conducted by Mr. James
G. Selwood. "March Magnificent"
was played during the recessional.
President Arthur A. Hauck introduced the speaker.

Pastor To Appear
In Marriage Panel

U. of M.CLASS RINGS

Faculty Hears Talk

By Stuart M. Gross

Orders Taken At

Stuart M. Gross, associate professor of Spanish, gave a talk on his
recent experiences in Guatemala at
the University Seminar yesterday.
Prof. Gross was invited to Guatemala by the president of that country.
He worked for the Guatemalan government in the Departments of Foreign Affairs and Education.

CARNEGIE LOUNGE
Wednesday Afternoons
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Stamp Club Will Meet
The Stamp Club will meet next
Tuesday evening at 7:30 in 175
Stevens Hall.

$5.00 Deposit with all Orders
Sires 36 to 46

"B-15" BOMBER
JACKETS

Your Official Campus Agent
PROGRAM CHAIRMEN
Solve Your Problem
For Entertainment
By Hiring

Bill Charron-111 Dunn Hall

Alpaca Lined

l'RESTINI

Including Sleeves

MAGICIAN
Contact Agent

Heavy Sateen Shell
Olive Drab Color

Mouton Collar

U. OF M. VISITORS

15.98

STOP AT

LITTLEFIELD'S TOURIST HOVE
142 Middle St.

Old Town, Me.

Rates $1.50 and $2.00 per person
For Reservations call Old Town 512
COMFORTABLE ROOMS
BATH
55 PICKERING $1111•
ANGOR

Donald D. Jones
137 Palm St.
Bangor, Me.
Dial Bangor 5381

Located just off Route 2 at foot of Academy Hill

EXPERT
SHOE REPAIRING

Palmer Shoe Mfg. &
Repairing Co.
Parcel post work
receives prompt
attention
35 Central St., Bangor, Me.
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Alpha Gamma Rho
Stand Is Applauded

Let's Show The Old Maine Spirit!
This week end marks the seventeenth annual homecoming
celebration for Maine alumni. Friday and Saturday will be
packed with
activities for both the returning alumni and the student
body.
To the alumni—those who are returning for the first
time and
those who make homecoming an annual visit—a hearty
"welcome
home."
To the student body, whose activities will serve as a criteri
onl
by which the school will be judged, we say:
Let's prove to the alumni that the same old spirit and the
love
for Maine which existed during their years on the
campus still I
exists.
Let's not forget that the Maine "Hello" is traditional with the
alumni.
It is within the power of the students to make this week end
one that will long be remembered by the old grads.
*
* * * *

It's Our Duty To Vote Tuesday

To the Editor : On behalf of the
members of Tau Kappa Epsilon, I
take great pride in wholeheartedly
congratulating Alpha Gamma Rho on
their recent stand as concerns "Hell
Week." We of Teke join hands with
them in the establishing of a new
and more mature "Greek Week" on
the Maine campus, a tradition that
already has sprung up on many college grounds throughout the nation.
Our National Grand Council has
long endorsed such a program, and
has long since been on record as opposing "Hell Week" with all its hazing, paddling, and what have you.
We feel that Hell Week ?s one tradition that could be done away with
and never missed. It serves no useful purpose, and often results in
serious physical and mental injury to
the participants. On the other hand,
"Greek Week" would develop the
minds of the prospective fraters,
would instill in them a greater knowledge of their fraternity, and would
then draw the respect of nom-fraternity men and the general public. Hell
Week is childish. As we are mature
men, let us all climb on the bandwagon and bring a new and constructive Greek Week to the Maine
campus.

The first Tuesday in November will soon be here, and with it
comes an opportunity for every American citizen over 21 years
of
age to go to the polls and cast his ballot for the candidates of
his
Have You Ever Tried End?"
choice for the highest offices in our nation.
Because of the war there are more students than ever before
of voting age on our campus. Through our classroom studies
and
discussions we are in a better position than the average citizen
to
keep abreast of the times and acquaint ourselves with the proble
BY BILL BRENNAN
ms
had an off day. They blame themHOWARD K. LAMBERT
of government which must be taken into consideration before
Ever
since
Saturday, Biff Shalek selves for the defeat, not their coach,
ballots
Chairma
n, Public Relations
are cast.
and I have been popular figures on who Friday night was confined to
his
Committee, TKE.
The total vote in past presidential elections indicates that citi- the campus. If we've been stopped bed, seriously ill.
once, we've been stopped a dozen
zens exercise their franchise at this election more than they do
Perhaps I'm wrong. Perhaps there
in times by well-wishing students
who
are
a couple of guys on the football
local elections. Even the greatest totals, however, have included an
pat us on the back, tell us we have squad who
are yelling that the fault
average of only half of the registered voters' ballots.
the power, so why don't we write lay in poor
coaching. But we're
As alert, interested Americans we should realize that it is a something about Eck Allen and the giving
odds that the boys who are
To the Editor: I do not fancy myMaine football team.
duty and privilege to vote on election day.
doing the screaming rode the bench self as much
of a journalist, but just
Many voters have considered their franchise a natural right, Perhaps we took an article in the for 60 minutes, but did not actually tile same, I am
going to take adbut have neglected to exercise it. A suggestion that such persons be Saturday Evening Post just a bit too take part in the game.
vantage of every opportunity that I
deprived of their right would lead to an uprising en masse on their serious, but whatever it was, we— During the past two years—and have to write a column, and give
both Biff and I—feel it would be like again this
year—armchair coaches, praise, where I think praise is depart.
tromping on a man when he's down both among the
alumni and student served. So here goes.
Let's not be among those who are so quick to demand citizens' to take off on a blistering attack about bodies,
have been griping about this On Sports:
rights but refuse to take advantage of them. Let's cast our ballots what's wrong in the athletic depart- or that in the athletic
department.
I have been watching Harold Marment, etc. Admittedly, there is some- And, there have
on election day.
been a few mutter- den at football practice
14,

I'm Usually Wrong, But

Mayor Huff Hands
Bouquets To Many

recently. Hal
thing wrong; what, we won't hazard ings among the
players.
transferred from Colby this year, and
a guess.
But examine the situation. The so is ineligible to play until next seaOkay, so Maine got the daylights people who are doing
the most and son, which is a bad break for us. We
belted out of them, 31-0. So what. loudest talking
are the people who could use some of those beautiful
Again we have had a General Assembly speaker who is promi- Maine beat Northeastern 19-6, and watched, either from the stands or passes on Saturday afternoons.
nent in national and international affairs—a man who is in a position should have been defeated themselves. from the bench.
Although the freshman team has
The Bears knocked off Rhode Island
When the members of the football not been too victorious, I admire
to cut us in on the dope. But there were still a lot of empty seats in 13-7, and could have
its
been on the low squad themselv
es begin to blame their display of spirit and determination.
the gym at last Friday's assembly.
end just as easily. But Northeastern
coach for the defeat, we'll begin to However, everyone that I have talked
This situation is not a new one, and it is impossible to blame and Rhode Island students didn't be- wonder.
But today, after a 31-0 past- to agrees that Coach Sezak deserves
gin yelling for assorted scalps to
any person or persons for it.
ing, that hurt right to the scats of more cooperation at practice sessions
.
In this particular instance the empty seats can probably be ac- begin flying.
our pants, we firmly believe that a
As I said Friday night, Dull HalAt the time of writing, neither Biff dropped hand-off,
counted for by the fact that this is the first quiz-season. Many stua badly aimed pass, sey has left the varsity team,
for
nor myself have heard any member a missed block,
or
any other similar purely sportsmanlike reasors,
dents who would ordinarily have attended the assembly monopolized of the football
which
team moaning about fault on the football field, is
the we will not discuss. But, not many
that hour in cramming for a prelim that was scheduled the follow- the defeat, other than to admit that fault
of the individual man, not the people know
that Bull had a very
they were outplayed, and that they coach who sits on the
ing hour, or later in the day.
bench.
good paying job this summer. And
On the other hand, prominent speakers cannot be brought to
yet he left his job, which meant a loss
the University at the convenience of the students. We must get
of $300, and came back early for footthese speakers at their own convenience.
ball practice. I consider that a real
display of school spirit. And, there
So, regardless of academic difficulties, it would seem that the
are other Bull Halseys that have
responsibility for a full house at assemblies will necessarily have
BY BIFF SIIALEK
(lent." Perhaps Corbett & Dunn
given up a lot, both in money, and
to rest with the student body.
On Maine Day he dresses in an Halls, the new Women's Dorm, Plant other things. So let's keep that in
& Science, Engineering Buildings, and
When we ask a speaker to address an assembly, the least we Indian Suit and referees a
mind, even when the score is 31-0
screwy proposed! Memoria
l Union are anshould do is offer him such an audience as would be expected from game of basketball between
yelping swers in brick and mortar. The feel- against us. Also, take time some
the State's largest institution of higher learning.
he's and she's. He not only has his ing for him goes far deeper than just afternoon to watch practice before
criticizing the team, or the coaches.
picture taken holding a shovel, he respect for one's college presiden
t. On the Band:
uses it. Officially he is known as Dr.
I should like to suggest to the GenEDITOR
Cliff Whitten Arthur A. Hauck,
My congratulations to you for the
President of the eral Senate an interim to he known
as fine job that you are
BUSINESS MANAGER
Will Nisbet, Jr. multi-million dollar institution that is
doing, and the
President's Day. A day on which the
job that you have done its the past.
COPY EDITORS AND REPORTERS—Joseph H. Cobb, Nick Mayo, Jr., the University of Maine.
University would hold a DepartmenAl Moulton, Jr., Ralph Paradis, Simon Sklar, James R. Wheeler, Bob Winship,
In General:
It is very difficult to evaluate what tal Open House. A & S, Tech,
Bob Lord, Reggie Hall, Don Povich, George Brown, Roger S. Andrews,
Aggie
My appreciation to Les Ray and
Roger F. Blake, Richard E. Dillon, Frank Haseltine, Bill Hopkins, William Dr. Hauck means in the hearts of the students to visit each other's departLanibda Chi for their help Friday
E. Kane, Donald J. King, Betty Ladd, John R. Martineau, Gloria Mockler, undergraduate students and Alumni. ment.
John K. Murphy, Leslie S. Ray, Jr., Bob Slosser, Robert P. Snowman, Alan Perhaps Richard
night, and to Rube Reilly and fiancee
Dillon expressed it
What better tribute could be given of Kappa Sig.
St. James, Charles M. Wadsworth, Marilyn Wyman, Vera Edfors, Frances
last week when he wrote, "Were it him than
Dion, Evelyn Green.
a (lay in which students at
The mayor of Bates, Bob Corish,
not for the government and the effi- tempted
CIRCULATION ASSISTANTS—Paul Treworgy, Cliff Manchester, Nancy
to broaden themselves and was very favorably imprmsc
il by
manner
cient
in
which the University dorms and fraternit
Knowles, Shirley Lang, Nancy Wing, Millicent Guptill, Doris Fowler, Shirley
ies learned coop- everyone he met. Thanks for helping
Johnson, Barbara Burrage, Ethel Barley, Elizabeth Gray, Clair Malcolm, Joan provided for the terrific influx of eration
and understanding—by work- me show him
Cunningham, Maxim Gray.
a good time.
veterans, I would not be a college stu- ing together
?
DICK HUFF
*

*

*

*

*

*

Too Many Vacant Seats

SCOTCH AND SODA

1
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Stage Is Set By Aggies'Club
For Bigger And Better Fair
(Continued from Page One)
on Saturday evening with the crowning of the Calico Queen at a dance
that will feature the music of Bob
Percival and his orchestra.
Named to assist manager Willis
and his assistant, Smiley, are
Ralph Barrett, Brunswick, chairman, publicity; Lewis Littlefield, Auburn; Richard Wood, Scarboro;
Lloyd Varney, Waterville; Merle
Johnston, Fort Fairfield; Lawrence
Potter, Sabattus; Leroy Randall,
Milo; Harry Bell, South Waterford;
Roger Cyr, Van Buren.
Dance Committee, John Bragg,
Longmeadow, Mass., chairman; William Weston, Madison.
Contests and concessions, James
Robinson, Ashland, chairman; J. Patrick Gallagher, Presque Isle, hot
dogs; David Estes, Mattawamkeag,
soft drinks; Bryce Priest, Enfield,
Newhall Photo
pop corn; Richard Lucas, Hartland,
Nancy Hall Peacock, crowned Caliice cream; Roland Blake, Howland, co Queen at the Calico Ball that highcider and doughnuts; John Gee, New- lighted the Farmers' Fair last
year.
port, dart game; Phillip Downie,
She will be succeeded by a new Queen
Fort Fairfield, nail driving.
on Nov. 13.

Guaranteed Watch Repairing

UNIVERSITY WATCH SERVICE
5 Mill St.
Over S. and S. Store—Orono

Your Valuables Insured
While In
Our Possession

Bring or Phone
Free Pickup and Delivery
Dial 311

R. D. Kelleher

411.11 LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

11.17111:0111
Thurs.. Fri.. Sat.
Oct. 28, 29, 30
"MELODY TIME"
Roy Rogers, Andrews Sisters
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
Oct. 31, Nov. 1, 2, 3
"JOHNNY BELINDA"
Jane Wyman, Lev. Ayrc-

BIJOU
BANGOIR
Thurs., Fri., Oct. 28-29
"NORTHWEST STAMPEDE"
James Craig, Jack Oakie
Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
Oct. 30. 31, Nov. 1, 2
"THE NOOSE HANGS
HIGH"
Bud Abbott, Lou Costtlli,

PARK

5TRF
I N D
0110\0
Wed. & Thurs., Oct. 27-28
Double Feature
"ON OUR MERRY WAY"
Paulette Goddard, James
Stewart, Henry Fonda
Plus
"THE CHECKERED COAT'
Tom Conway, Noreen Nash
6:30-7:37

According to an announcement the University of Maine Frosh foot- in the fifty-fifth game played between
made by Lee D. Johnson, publicity ball game with Higgins Classical In- the two schools. The two teams played
their first game in 1892.
director for the University of Maine stitute at 9 a.m.
Radio Society, that organization welAt halftime prizes will be awarded
All classrooms and laboratories will
comes new members who are inter- be open to the alumni from 9-11 Sat- for the best homecoming decorations
ested in amateur radio work.
urday morning so that they may visit on the campus. The fraternity houses,
Outlining the work of the society, their old rooms and note the modern men's dormitories, and women's dormJohnson said the club has two trans- additions.
itories have been divided into separate
mitters in operation that are used
Homecoming week end will reach its divisions, and prizes will be awarded
each night to check into two state net- climax Saturday afternoon at 1:30 in each. The judging committee, comworks. The purpose of these netposed of alumni, faculty members, and
works, he pointed out, is to provide
students, will be headed by Prof. Fred
statewide connections via amateur
Lamoreau.
radio for the handling of personal
Dr. and Mrs. Hauck will meet the
(Continued from Page One)
messages.
alumni at an informal tea in Carnegie
The club's transmitter, WIN'A, 5 p.m.—Fraternities and dormi- Hall, the new art center, following the
picks up messages from all over the tories
game. The fraternities celebrate the rehold open house.
United States
8 p.m.—Stag dance at Memorial turning of the old grads with buffet
Johnson said that the society is Gym, sponsored by Agricultural Engi- suppers, dances, and other forms of
very active during times of disaster, neering Club.
entertainment.
citing last year's forest fires
8 p.m.—Movies of past football
All the women's dorms will hold
The society, which meets in Room games shown to members of the "M" open houses, while North
Estabrooke
26, Lord Hall every other Tuesday, Club in the Armory.
will also feature a buffet supper.
elected the following officers at the SUNDAY, OCTOBER 31
The aggie and engineering students
last meeting:
7 p.m.—Friendship and Marriage will hold a stag dance Saturday night
Edwin B. Smith, president; Joseph Series lecture by the Rev. William E. at 8 in the
gym.
I. Volpe, vice-president; A. Richard Gardner in the Louis Oakes Room,
Men's
dormitories will hold open
Works, secretary-treasurer; Lee D. Library.
house from 4 to 5:30 p.m. Saturday.
Johnson, publicity director.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 1
The Homecoming Committee, reMr. Paul W. Howells, instructor 4 p.m.—Address
by Senator Owen sponsible for
the planning of the week
in electrical engineering, was elected Brewster in the
Little Theatre.
end's
activities,
is made up of Prof.
adviser.
faculty
7:15 p.m.—Panhellenic Council in
Fred Lamoreau, chairman, Prof. John
the Louis Oakes Room, Library.
Stewart, Miss Eileen Cassidy, and Ted
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2
Curtis of the faculty; Mrs. Doris An3:45 p.m.—Meeting of All-Maine derson
'46, and Bob Worrick '42 of
Boyd & Noyes, Inc.
Woinen at North Estabrooke.
the alumni; and students Donald
7 p.m.—Square Dance Club in the Spiller
and Janice Crane.
Jewelers
Women's Gym.
Times Have Changed
7 p.m.—Men's Student Senate in
Fit-A. Quality Diamonds
A depression, a war and 17 years
15 Coburn Hall.
Exclusively
have brought improvements and en7 p.m.—Intramural meeting in the
largements to Maine's Homecoming
Towle Sterling Silver
Memorial Gym.
celebrations.
7:30 p.m.—University Radio SociAll standard makes
The first Homecoming was held
ety, Room 26, Lord Hall.
of Watches
7:30 p.m.—Stamp Club, 175 Stev- during the weekend of Nov. 7. 1931,
and was not nearly as big an affair
ens Hall.
25 Hammond St., Bangor
as
it has come to be since. In fact,
• WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3
aside
from the game, the day was
7 p.m.—Modern Dance Club in the
very quiet.
women's Gym.
First on the program was an inTHURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4
7:15 p.m.—Debating Council in spection of the then newly-completed
Crosby Laboratory by the alumni
Room 6, South Stevens.
7:30 p.m.—Scabbard and Blade in Saturday morning. The main feature
of the day, excluding the game, of
15 Coburn.
course, was the homecoming luncheon.
with President Harold S. Boardman.
Coach Jenkins and Coach Brice
spoke on the cross country and football teams. Ermo Scott, '31, together
with the band, then only 25 pieces, led
the alumni in a songfest. Then everyone went over to the field to watch
Maine wallop Bowdoin 20-0, winning
the state series title.

Campus Calendar

TED
NEWHALL
PHOTOGRAPHER

Portraits

Fri. & Sat., Oct. 29-30
"THE LUCK OF THE IRISH"
Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter
Also Cartoons
Sat Matinee 2:30-6:30-8 :27

the way you want them
Expert Developing
and Printing

sun. & 1on., Oct. 3I-Nov. 1
"A DATE WITH JUDY"
Wallace Beery, June Powell,
Elizabeth Taylor
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8:24

RCA Victor 8BX5
•"Three's a crowd"— but this
powerful little radio is a welcome
addition to any gathering! It plays
7ln-where—on AC or DC house current or on its oi.n, long-life, RCA
b,:tterv. Less than one foot long, it
has fine volume,glorious tone of the
"Golden Throat"—ieg lightweight,
smart, in durable maroon plastit
w:t Ii non- t.trnish, golden- finished
trim and a luggagetype covering.

Tuesday, Nov. 2
"CHRISTMAS EVE"
George Raft, George Brent,
Joan Blondell
Also Cartoons
6:30-8:30

BANG0111
Thurs., Oct. 28
"DATE WITH JUDY"
"BROOKLYN ORCHID"
Fri., Sat., Oct. 29, 30
ed. & Thurs., Nov. 3-4
"MUTINY OF BLACK
Double Feature
HAWK"
"A LETTER FROM AN
"TIMBER"
UNKNOWN WOMAN"
Sun., Mon.,
Joan Fountaine, Louis Jourdan,
2
Oct. 31, Nov. 1,
Mandy Christians
"BLOOD AND SAND"
Plus
"THE DUDE GOES WEST"
Wed., Thurs., Nov. 3 4,
F.(1(lic Albert, Gale Sinn,'
"FIGHTING BACK"
6:30-7:52
"LADY IN ERMINE"
continuously
operate
from
House
1 :30 toll o'clock.
Opera
Bijou and
Matinee Prices: 35e to 5 o'clock
,..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Radio Amateurs\Maine Prepares Homecoming;
Invited To Join Game To Climax Varied Program
(Continued from Page One)
p.m. as the Black Bear eleven meets
Campus Group Women's
Athletic Field at 8:30, and Colby College, its oldest gridiron rival,

RATES WITH
DATES! ',31t):11TABLE
RCA VICTOR

I OPERA HOUSE

Orono. Niaine, October 28, 1948

ANDREWS
Music House
118 Main St., Bangor
,dr•

Bank Bldg.

Orono 8171

The CAMPUS is presenting
a new feature this week. It is
the Campus Calendar, which
will appear regularly. Anyone
who has information regarding
club meetings or other activities is urged to send or bring
thc information to the Campus
office, 202 East Annex, before
10 a.m. each Tuesday.

RECORDS
Make Ideal Gifts
Inquire about our Gift Certificate.

VINER'S MUSIC CO.
51 Pickering Sq.

Bangor

When in Bangor, visit the

New Atlantic Restaurant
for finest iti service. food, and atmosphere
66 Main St.
Bangor

Orono, 11,
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Bears Must Beat Colby Or Face Cellar Spot

BY JERRY ROGOVIN

Bears Oppose
Muies For
55th Time

Look, friends, let's face this situation realistically: Maine's football team looked mighty sad
against Bates Saturday. Their
passes were intercepted, their
center snaps were high, the boys
fumbled, the line missed blockColby's Mules will provide the
ing assignments and the tackling
Homecoming Day opposition Satwas off, the pass defense was nil.
urday in Maine's second State
An explanation? I have none.
Series clash. Colby, like Maine,
But I do ha%,t• a suggestion to the
was trounced in their opener, by
Monday-mor
g
quarterbacks
Bowdoin, 28-0.
and the sideline experts: Don't
The 55th renewal of the Bear-Mule
take this opportunity to blast Eck
series marks. the 21st homecoming
Allen. I don't care what your
contest. Maine has won 31 of the
views are on his coaching—I
games since the start of the rivalry in
have some of my own—but you
1892, and they are seeking their thircan't blame a single man because
teenth win of the annual event.
an entire team forgot its fundaColby carries a seasonal record of
mentals of the game and fell to
one
victory, three losses and a tie into
pieces because a player fumbled
the game, and they are seeking their
in his nervousness early in the
first win over the Bears since 1940,
—Newhall photo
game. More than a suggestion, I
ANOTHER BATES SCORE: Nick Valoras about to score on the 7-yard line with a thrust off right tackle
when they blanked Maine, 19-0.
in
appeal to you. As much baloney
the second period.
The largest score of the series was
as you can say and writ,• about
recorded by Colby in 1895, when they
the game, be fair to the coach
romped to a 56-0 win. Maine's high
and the team and the student
total
was 31 points.
body; drop the matter and start
Colby
last won the State Series in
thinking about the next two con1941, but their title record was marred
tests.
by a thrilling 13-13 tie with Maine.
The Junior Varsity football squad
In
the homecoming series Colby's 1938
The women's traditional hat game
won its second straight without being
19-14
win was their only victory since
between
sophomor
the
es and the freshscored upon, but for another reason
1914.
The Bates Bobcats rudely upset man field hockey teams will be played
than an ordinary win. The players were
The New Hampshire cross country
The 1948 Mules average 185 pounds
really up for the game for Coach Bill Maine hopes of holding the State at the girls' athletic field Saturday team, paced by Si Dunklee
who shat- per man in their probable
starting lineKenyon who, like Eck Allen, is not in Series football title another year by morning at 8:30. An alumnae unit tered the old course record
of 21:43:4 up, the heaviest
player, tackle Dick
the best of health, and who has been rolling over the Bears, 31-0, in their will face the upperclass women at 9:30. set by Lloyd Blethen of Maine
in
mighty happy about the homecoming of most one-sided victory in the 60-game
If the freshmen win their game they 1946, edged Maine's harriers, 26-29. Grant, tipping the scales at 215. Their
offense is plannd for speed and decepseries since 1893, when they walloped can remove their hats for the remain- Dunklee's time
his son in the Marines.
was 21:2-.
tion. Walt Holmer's light backfield
Finally, an explanation and Maine 52-0.
der of the school year. Frosh captain
John Wallace was the first Maine features the passing
of sophomores
some action—the handball courts
After a scoreless first period which Jean Gyger, whose team has defeated man across the
line, in second posi- Ted Shiro and George Wales,
and the
will be investigated by a Men's saw both teams play on even terms, the seniors, lost to the juniors, and
tion, 3.6 seconds behind the old rec- running of Gene
Billings, who weighs
Student Senate committee soon. the Bobcats cashed in on a Maine fum- tied the sophomors, 2-2, previously this
ord.
only 150. Captain MacPhelemy is the
The military department was allot- ble early in the second quarter to begin season, predicts a close game with the
The
scoring
was
completed
plunging fullback.
in
the
ted that space to store rifles after a scoring parade and after that the frosh coming out on top.
following order. Paulson (NH) was
Colby's passing attack is expected to
the new cafeteria was built. The Bears were never in the ball game.
Captain Norma Hatch of the sopho- third; Harland Harndon
(M). 4; annoy Maine's weak pass defenses, but
space they lost is available in the
An Art Blanchard punt was fumbled mores won't concede anything to the George Reed (M),
5: Chase (NH), it apparently bogged down against
old kitchen in the gymnasium. by Pruett and recovered by Cutmane cocky freshmen. Her team has
split 6; Gibbs (NH), 7: Gene O'Brien Bowdoin. The
Bowdoin line proved to
There was room enough for a on Maine's 20-yard line, and in eight two games with the juniors
in addition (M), 8; Dostie (NH), 9; and Clint be too strong
for the lighter and greenphotograph concession in the plays Bates scored on a four-yard buck to the tie with the frosh.
Tripp (M), 10.
er Mule forward wall.
1948 Winter Carnival ball. Then by Art Blanchard. He converted
the
The Eagles and M-Clubbers are in
Faculty Manager Theodore S. Curthere must be room for the rifles. only extra point of the game.
charge of after-game refreshments and
tis
has increased Alumni Field's seatYou ask how this year's photos
JV's Trounce Bridgton
The sorrowful second period burst decorations in the girls' field house.
ing capacity to 9200 seats for Homewill be taken? A detail of a few
wide open only a few minutes later
The Maine Jayvees walloped previ- coming.
strong men can remove the rifles
when Nick Valoras intercepted a long
undefeated Bridgton Academy,
ously
MAINEBATES
STATIST
ICS
temporarily at the time, when the
Dombkowski pass on the Bates 30 and
27-0,
Saturday
to preserve their untime arrives.
Marksmen Hold First
Me. B.
returned the ball to the Maine 47. First downs
scored-up
record.
on
10
11
Coach Chester Jenkins reports that
A short onside kickoff on which Yds. gained rushing
149 142
MAINE Players: Hackett. Dow, Meet Of Fall Season
this year's Annex cross country team
Net gain rushing
129 102 Hallsey, Thomas, Stone, M. Kalonis,
Condon
recovered
the
free
ball
gave
is a classy outfit with material better
Two six-man teams headed by Don
Passes attempted
11
19 Largay, Watson, Soucy, Foster, Burthan any time since before the war. the Garnet possession on Maine's 33. Passes completed
3
6 gess, Mahoney, Byers, Arader, Phil- Stanton and Wesley White held the
0
Art Blanchard's booming punts kept Interceptions by
5 lips, Bleakney, Spencer, Kennedy, first intrasquad meet of
They ran this afternoon against the JV
the season at
49 103 Goos, Lent, Piela, Gray, Barber, SouMaine in their own territory through- Yds. gained passing
and sophomore squads.
Number of punts
3
8 cie, McDonald, Follette, Victor, Hay- the second meeting of the Rifle Club
It was a pleasant sight to see the out the second half. In the first few Punting average
40
41 den, Knowlton, Kelleher, Squires, Oct. 19.
band members in uniform Sat- minutes of the third period, Perham Fumbles
3
0 White, Hines, Flaherty, Boston, JackProne, sitting, kneeling, and off3 son, Reed.
urday-. It was unpleasant, how- recovered Phil Coulombe's fumble on Opp. fumbles recovered 0
hand
positions were used firing five
Yards penalized
35
70
BRIDGTON Players: Cash, Shottes, shots from each
ever, to glance across the field at the Maine 25. Bates needed only four
position.
Hilchey, Brennan, Parcellin, Gosselin,
that eyesore to find out the score, plays to cover the distance to the goal,
Lost: Two zipper notebooks at Car- Beardsley, DiBiase, Millerick, Webb, Stanton shot the high score for the
if anyone was interested. The and Art Blanchard bucked over from
negie Lounge. Finder may keep the Haskell, Burns, McLaughlin, Atwood, evening with 185 out of a possible 200.
scoreboard is the saddest looking the one-foot line.
notebooks. All we want is our semes- O'Brien. Lappin, Greco, Coco, Crotty, The next meeting will be NovemDavis, Emmett, Ward.
part of the athletic plant. We
Lindy Blanchard completed the day's ter's notes. Call
ber 2.
780 and ask for Frank
drink e
gh Cora-Cola on this scoring when he intercepted an Art .11cCorma
ck or nick Siegers.
Remcmbcr: F.rtension 52.
campus, straight or mixed, to Clark pass intended for John Royal
TENNIS
interest that company to aid us and raced 37 yards for the touchdown.
build one. Or better yet, how
Tennis Tourney results:
Third round: Van Peursen defeated
about using sonic of the UniverCross, 6-2, 6-0. Potenzo defeated Pesity bookstore's dough;
terson, 6-2, 6-1. Nichols defeated LeColby comes to Orono this week
Page, 6-3, 6-3. Thoits defeated Rice,
end with a team which will be
6-1, 6-2. Preble defeated Southard
(score unreported). Shaw defeated
In the intramural touch football semiout to gain some solace for the
MAINE-COLBY SCORES
Me.
Chesley, 6-0, 6-3. Allen defeated BlanColby
Me.
Colby
28-0 whitewashing Boudoir' hand- finals, Kappa Sigma edged Theta Chi,
Me. Colby
8-6, 6-2. Beal defeated
Me. Colby 1904 11 12
1933 18
7 chard,
ed them. If we really are a bunch 18-12, in a fast game. Phi Kappa Sig- 1892
3-6. 6-3, 6-2. Yoffe won from Leach,
0 12
1916
0
0 1905 16
Cam0
1934
20
6 pana by default.
of quitters at this school, let's ma nipped Phi Mu Delta after the reg- 1893
Faucher defeated
4 30
1919 25
0 1906
8
0
1935
0
Strock,
12
6-8,
6-4, 7-5. Hermann deat least put up a good front for ulation game and the overtime period 1895
6 18
1920 22
0 1907
8
0
1936 14
7 feated Leathers, 6-2, 6-2.
theni and the alumni here for resulted in overtime, and the Phi Kaps 1895
Quarter-f
0 56
1921
0
3 1908
5 16
1937 13
0 6-3, 7-5. inals: Preble defeated F-des,
Homecoming by rooting for the gained more yardage in four plays than 1896
Hermann defeated Faucher,
0 10
1922 14
0 1909
6
17
1938
14
19 6-1, 6-4.
team, and staying to the end of did the Phi Mu team in their series 1896
0
1923
4
0
7 1910
0
6
1939
6
7
the game. The hotshots in this of downs. The two winners will meet 1899 26
0
1924 12
0 1911 20
0
1940
0
19
Three New Instructors
team may bring their spirit in in the fraternity final Sunday at 2:30. 1899
5
0
1925 27
6 1912 20
0
1941 13 13
bottles to the games, but they
Are Added In English
The dormitory league semi-finalist 1900 18
0
1926
7
6 1913
3
0
1942 29
6
never share a fighting spirit with teams engaged in two close games. 1900
0
5
1927
0 17 1914
0 14
1946 14
6
Three new instructors have
the players. Let's get on the ball Nordorm #18 held the #6&8 team, 1901 12
been
0
1928
0
0 1915 31
0
1947
33
6
appointed
to the English Department,
and make believe we're not a 12-8, for the day's best action. Hanni- 1901 29
0
1929
7 13 Recapitulation:
President Hauck announced
1
ii of cry babies, as we appear. bal Hamlin defeated Dunn 1&2, 18-6. 1902
this
6
0
1930 14
6
Maine
week. They are: Mrs.
Spirit isn't a prewar ideology ; The dorm finals are also set for Sun- 1902 17
Lynnette
5
1931
19
7
Won 31
Lost 20
Flewelling, Mrs. Elsa P. Klein,
it's the opposite of quitting.
day.
and
1903
6
5
1932
6
0
Ties
3
Robert Hugh Dumas.

Demoralization Hats May Fall Dun Hee Paces
Is Bates AIiy
Saturday Morn Harriers For
In 31-0 Debade
Wi!dcat Win

2 Frats, 2 Dorms
Slated For Finals

3y.

Bangor

THE MAINE CAMPUS

55th Renewal Of Colby Series
Finds Maine In Lead,31-20-3
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Philosophers Hear Poultry Lab
MCA's Drive
Professor Banning Mode
At 25 Per Cent 'Discu
rnization
ss Churches
In Second Week
Slated Soon
At the beginning of the second
week of the MCA membership drive
approximately 25 per cent of the student body has enrolled.
Theta Chi leads the group in being
the first to achieve 100 per cent. Colvin Hall leads the women's dorms
with 96 per cent followed closely by
West Hall with 90 per cent. The
highest percentages attained in the
men's dorms are: North Dorm #12,
90 per cent

New Pledges Announced
Fraternities this week released names
of the following additional pledges:
Phi Kappa Sigma: George E. Soucie.
Phi Mu Delta: John E. Caminiti ;
James W. Hussey.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon: Emmett R.
Stevens.

New Shows By
Art Department
On Monday

Costume Party
Is Scheduled
For Tonight

"The World Council of Churches"
was the subject of the speech given
by Professor Andrew Banning of the
Bangor Theological Seminary at the
meeting of the Philosophy Club,
Wednesday evening in South Estabrooke.

The Art Department will present
three
new exhibitions starting next
Remodeling and modernization of
The eight junior and senior girls
Monday and running until Nov. 24.
the animal pathology laboratory in
at the Home Management House on
Twenty new watercolors by Gerthe poultry building will get under
College Avenue will entertain the
trud Ebbeson will be presented in the
house directors of the women's dormiway shortly in preparation for a pro- main Art Gallery in Carnegie
Hall. tories tonight
at a Halloween party.
gram for the identification and con- A practicing architect in Bangor as
The
house
directors have been
Vice-president George S. Keast an- trol of Newcastle disease in Maine well as a fast-rising young artist,
asked
to
come
in
appropriate costume
poultry
Miss
flocks.
Ebbeson's
exhibit will be comnounced that the club is desirous of
and they will be called for and driven
prised
of
familiar
Maine
scenes.
increasing its membership. The only
Waldo Chick, president of the
to the House in a Model-T Ford.
qualification for joining is an interest Maine Poultry Improvement AssociaDoe! Reed, renowed American
This party is one of the many
tion, last week presented a check for etcher, painter, and teacher, will have
in philosophy.
entertainm
ents held by the House
Each semester the club has three $4.000 to Dr. Arthur A. Hauck to thirty aquatints hung in the Print
throughou
t
the year, most of which
help
defray
the cost of establishing a and Lecture room of Carnegie Hall.
or four speakers on matters of general
consist
of
dinners
and luncheons for
laboratory
and
He
testing
is
famous
service
for
his prints and has
at the
philosophic interest.
University of Maine.
won innumerable awards and prizes. special guests.
The Home Management course,
In addition, trustees of the UniThe Louis Oakes room of the LiFrench Club Officers
versity have provided a sum equal to brary will contain an exhibition of which is connected with the Home
Le Cercle Francais has announced that of the poultrymen to carry out hand-woven fabrics by William A. Economics Department, was set up
its new officers for the current school the program.
Boric. A native of Maine, his exhibi- to help train girls in the management
of a home. Their duties include that
year. They are Fernand Albert, presiThe $8,000 will be used to employ tion includes copies of historic and
of
hostess, cook, laundress, housedent; Efthim Economu, vice president; a poultry disease research worker as traditional designs, as well as fabrics
Constance Boynton, treasurer; and well as for modernization of the which are meant to be color impres- keeper, and child director. These
duties are rotated among the girls so
Ruth Malia, secretary.
sions and paintings.
laboratory.
that each of them will receive exSome or all of the works in these
perience in all aspects of keeping a
exhibitions will be available to stuhome running smoothly.
dents and faculty at a special rate,
While she is living in the House,
Professor Hartgen announces. Comeach girl undertakes a special project.
ClIkL7-a'
missions will be used to enlarge the
'
11,e/PiCaffb
either for the house itself or for the
Art Department's catalogue of prints.
baby.

9
/4

The girls now living at the House
Disgruntled! Maybe THE MAINE under the supervision
of Miss Esther
CAMPUS can help you. Have you
A.
Martin,
are:
Martha
Coles, Carotried a letter to the editor?
lyn Doyle, Valerie Esty. Betty Harriman, Joanne Lindgren, Priscilla
• Lord, Grace Murray, and Jeannette
Shaw.
STUDENTS!

arker 51"
world's most

We have...
ALL MAKES OF
PORTABLES
Liberal Time Payments

TYPEWRITER
Sales & Service
16 Middle St.
Orono, Me.
Dial 345
George L. Hashey

Snuffy And Kinfolk
Frolic At Elms Dance
Snuffy Smith and his kinfolk gave
a mountain frolic from about 75 couples at the Elms Shanty last Satur(lay evening.
Decorations and attire were in
typical hill-billy style. Guests were
ushered into the house by way of the

cellar.

wanted pen
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MIX MASTERS
CLEANSERS
7 1 CEMENT
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leaders in w.)vr:-u-nent and business, the
With
arts and professions—Parker "51"
the
is

preferred writing instrument. Actually, 83 surveys in 34 countries show Parker to be the
world's most-wanted pen.
Here is a pen of flawless beauty and balance.
Precision-made throughout. The 51's exclusive
alloy point starts instantly—paces your swiftest
thoughts with ease. What's more, you never need
a blotter. For the "51" writes dry with new
Superchrome, the ink created for this pen alone.
See the famous "51" at your Parker dealer's
today. Choice of colors, custom points. Pens,
including the new demi-size, $12.50 and up.
Sets,$18.75 to $80.00. The Parker Pen Company,
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HARDWARE
& VARIETY
31.37 MILL ST., ORONO, MAINE
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LOCKSETS
SCALES —
TOYS
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Remember Everyone
with
GIBSON CARDS
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ALUMINUMWARE— BITS- BRACES— LEVELS
People say—"You eon find it at PARK'S"
TILE
DD1
HEATERS —SEEDS — WHEELBARROWS—TURNBUCKLES—

Janesville, Wis., U.S.A.; Toronto, Can.
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IN THE HAND OF DR. GUILLERMO BELT—Dr. Belt is
Cuba's Ambassador to the United States and her
permanent United Nations delegate. Like many other
representatives, he used a Parker "51" to sign the
new Inter-American Defense Treaty. By this pact
the 21 American Republics pledge themselves to
mutual defense in case of attack.
interesting, true stories about the Parker
"51" Pen. Base it on your own experience--or relate the experience ofsome
friend. $25.00 for each viory used.
Just report the facts. Stories are
judged on facts alone. All letters
become our property— cannot be returned. Address: The Parker Pen
Company,Dept.S-47,Janesyille,Wis.
$25 CASH GIVIN AWAY—for

1945 hr Th• Park, P•ri Cnrnpony

SPORTSWEAR FOR MEN
Coats
Slacks
Sweaters
Jackets
Footwear
Suits—Topcoats—Overcoats
M. L. French & Son Co.
196 Exchange St., Bangor
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Cadet Officer
Appointments
Are Announced

Bangor Symphony
Opens 53rd Series
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Maine Program 1Groups To Vote
For Industry Is On Constitution
Jenness' Topic In Family Area
Prof. Lyle C. Jenness, acting director of the Department of Industrial
Cooperation, reported on his department's activities at a meeting in President Hauck's office following the Industrial Advisory Council luncheon
last Saturday.
Prof. Jenness said the industrial
program had brought several thousand dollars worth of equipment to
the Department of Chemical Engineering as well as to the Department
of Industrial Cooperation.
Members of the council who met
with President Hauck and Dean Paul
Cloke were: Lucius D. Barrows, Chief
Engineer, State Highway Commission, Augusta; Bryant L. Hopkins,
Hydraulic Engineer, Waterville; Clifford Patch, Technical Director, Eastern Corporation, Bangor; Edward E.
Sawyer, Chief Chemist, Keyes Fibre
Company, Waterville; and Arthur N.
Stowell, Dixfield.

•

K. E. TWITCHELL
SERVICE
Photostatic Work of All
Kinds
24 hour service
97 HAMMOND Si., BANGOR
Tel. 5345

The
Merrill
Trust
Company
With twelve offices in
East•rn Main•

lif•stber Federal Deposit Insuraitoo

MTA Convention Today

Van Heusen dealers in Bangor

THE ALLAN-LEWIS CO.
181 Exchange St.

•
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for the BOLD LOOK

)

New wide-spread
VAN BOLD with
"Comfort Contour"
collar.

OT ECOT-IfIED

STADIUM 80011
TRADE MARK

REGiSTERED
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CCCD ACV:C7: clays er:ry s::l rt. ,
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Member Federal Reserve Bank

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The families of the South Apartments, the Cabins, and the Trailers met
October 20 to discuss a proposed constitution for the University Cooperative Community.
The proposals include a governing
body of five councilmen; three from
the apartments and one each from the
Trailers and the Cabins.
Representatives of the Trailers and
Cabins are hesitant about adopting the
plan because they fear the South
Apartments will dominate the council.
The groups will vote to accept or
reject the constitution with minor
changes in terminology when ballots
are obtained.

The Maine Teachers' Association
will hold its annual convention at
Portland today and Friday.
Dean Mark R. Shibles, School of
Education, will speak at a luncheon
MOC Cabin Progresses
for the Boston University alumni Friday, and Professor Payson Smith will
Work on the new MOC cabin is
address the general assembly Thursprogressing rapidly. Foundations have
day night.
been poured and the sills have been
laid.
Like the New York Times, THE
In view of the Homecoming week- MAINE CAMPUS has deadlines
end activities no trip has been planned which it must meet. Delays cost money
by the club. Work will continue on and deprive readers of news. Please
the cabin however, on Sunday, in an help us get today's news today, so we
can keep the copy moving and give
effort to complete the job.
you a better paper.
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University Society

By JAN AND KITTY
ATO's portable milk bar.
What ho! What is this you see be- "Tiny" Lou Oddi and his wife
fore you? We bees havin' our photy- Frances were presented the Golden
graffs in the paper, yet! Boysies, llorse.hoe, after sliding under the
ROTC cadet officer appointments
horizontal bar to win the Bar
what'n honnur!
in the second year advanced course
Dance. Cider and donuts sufficed
Being
benevolent
in
a
frame
of
mind,
have been announced
we'd like to honor one of our fellow the hungr", ... and twin sleepy
Cadet captains, Infantry, are: Anstudents by bestowing upon him the heads with alarm clocks clanging
drew J. Orr, Howard C. Grant, WilPettee-rarr Award of the Week. To brought the party to a close. All of
liam H. Drisko, Williatn D. Betts,
Mayor Richard the 500 people who enjoyed ATO's
Richard H. Marston, and William C.
with greet- hospitality must agree that this was
Huff
Stickel.
ings and felicita- a veddy fine party.
Cadet first lieutenants, Infantry,
Madelyn Duffy and her Orchestra
tions. We think
are: James E. Coughlin. Laurence E.
last week's rally wer guest performers at Phi Eta's
Crofutt, Henry J. Dombkowski, Donthe best this year. Jack O'Lantern Party. Square dancald D. Jones, Sterling C. Morris, VinTheta Chi offi- ing and a general old-fashioned hoecent F. Petrie, and Duncan M. Robincially opened its down was enjoyed in an atmosphere
son.
new social season of black cats and witches. Don Clough
Cadet captains, Artillery, are: John
Saturday
night M. C'd the very excellent floor show.
F. Eichorn, Kenneth R. Jackson,
with a rip-roaring
Phi Mu Delta hopped on the hay
Earle R. Clifford, Jr., John H. ConCome As You Are wagon and also held a Barn Dance.
roy, and Paul A. Albert.
Party. The 50 Peeking our heads 'round the door at
Cadet first lieutenants, Artillery,
couples attending said party we found a Lady of the
are: William R. Barrett, Edwin S.
were informally Lake in full swing and spied cider and
Gerry, Frederick M. Haggett, Richattired in casual donuts on the buffet table.
Ktrrv
ard P. Robinson, Kenneth W. Seaclothing ranging
Old Clothes parties must be inman, William R. 'Walker, Travis J. from bath towels to pajama tops.
fections and they certainly are a lot
Collins, and Robert M. Poulin.
Verna Wallace found her date in the of fun.
Cadet captain for the Signal Corps shower while "Yum Yum" Cook's date
Delta Tau Delta held a buffet supunit is Theodore R. Littlefield, and was waiting for her half-shaven with
first lieutenants are John A. Hall a lathered face and a bath towel around per after the game followed by a vic
dance.
and Robert I. Hockenhull.
his middle.
William Bodu ell, band leader, was
Pinnings this week are:
Clothes made the man at Phi Gamappointed first lieutenant, and Harold
Charlotte Pressey to Ted Littlema Delta's party (not to mention false
Harmon, drum major, was appointed
field, Phi Kappa Sigma.
teeth) as prizes were given for the
first sergeant.
Jane Libby to Bruce King, Phi
most original get ups. Thirty couples
Gamma Delta.
danced to the name bands of the land.
Pollie Raw linson to Ted Gridley,
The Balloon Dance proved to be the
Sigma Chi.
hit of the evening with Marilyn Mills
and Mac McCleod taking all the honJustice Fellows Speaks
ors.
The Bangor symphony orchestra,
We were very impressed by the decStudents of Maine government
under the direction of Prof. Adelbert
orations at ATO's Hayseed Hop Sat- heard Justice Raymond Fellows of
Wells Sprague, opened its fifty-third
urday night. A clever combo of corn- Bangor last Thursday in a talk on
season of concerts at the Bane" city
stalks,
hay, silhouettes (who's the ar- the superior and supreme courts of
hall Monady evening with Frank
Kneisel, violinist, as guest soloist. tist, fellas?), wagon wheels and farm the State. The talk, given at 300
Mr. Kneisel was accompanied by implements gave a very rural effect. Aubert, is one of a series arranged by
The star of the party was Jezebel, Professor Edward F. Dow.
Miss Elsa Fiedler at the piano.
followthe
included
The program
ing selections: Weber's Overture to
"Oberon," orchestra; Mendelssohn's
"Violin Concerto in E Minor," Mr.
Kneisel; Saint-Saens' Prelude to
56th ANNIVERSARY SALE
"The Deluge," orchestra; Grainger's
Begins FRIDAY
English folk-dance setting, orchestra;
Violin Group by Symanowski, Mozart, Achron. and Bartok, Mr. KneiCOLD
WON
sel; Beethoven's "Finale to the First
Symphony," the orchestra.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

9.95

footwork can c:3 • cc.,.;
in point -our cozy
Stadium rcats that me.,
every cut-t:oor evzr.!
warm occasion. They
have warm won:7
1:nincs, water re.pc:::-.7,t
witS evrely rub!zer sn;cts
and zipper front- L.:0
filo bco;s
uteri to
wear for stratospl,cre
fly;ng. See them today!

Also Sun Valley Boots, 8.95

FREESE'S

SHOE SALON
STREET FLOOR

Bold is the word: for the low-setting. Is ide
,
pread soft
collar with stays to keep it lying flat . .. for the half.inch
stitching on the collar ... on the extra wide center pleat
.. . on the cuffs. Lab-tested, Sanforized broadcloth, in
white and smart new solid colors $3.95.
Other Van Heusen shirts $3.50, $3.95, $4.95.

0

You'llfind colleAe men's collarfavorites in

Van Heinen ir
ts

the world's smartest 8
PRILLIPS.toNss CORP., NEW YORK I. N. Y.
..VAN HEURII14'• II A 7.517/5 MARK RIEOISTARED IN THIE U
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English Credit
Ruling Affects
Arts Students

Orono, Maine. October 28, 1948

Prism Editors
lAsk Help Of
Camera Fans

Professor • Walter R. Whitney,
chairman of the committee on students' use of English, reminded faculty members this week of the regulation dealing with credit for courses
in Freshman English.
The regulation is as follows:
"Students in the College of Arts
and Sciences receive provisional
credit for their course in Freshman
English. Grades in the course are
recorded in the Registrar's office, but
credits are not certified as final until
the spring semester of the student's
Senior year. In effect, this means
that after his Freshman year. a student must maintain a satisfactory
record in his written work in all
—Newhall Photo
courses."
Bill Robertson, last year Freshman
Any student. Professor Whitney at the Maine Annex, has been given
said, whose written work in examinathe role of a Russian officer in "Arms
tions, reports and other papers shows
a disregard for correct English usage for the Man," the Maine Masque's
should be reminded of the above regu- first production of the 1949 season.
lation. If, he concluded, it is disRemember: Extension 52.
covered that the student is unable to
write acceptably well, he will be required to take remedial work in
English.
Men's all wool

Miss Maine Honored
By Delta Delta Delta
Delta Delta Delta sorority entertained the members of Alpha Omicron
Pi and Chi Omega at an open house
after the regular business meeting last
week.
Muriel Applebee was honored in
recognition of her selection as "Miss
Maine."

Memorial Plaque
In Aubert Hall
Honors Prof. Bray

Owen Brewster
Speaks Here
Next Monday

.1 plaque honoring Professor Paul
D.
Bray, head of the department of
The editorial staff of the Prism
Senator Owen Brewster is schedhas announced that it is in sore need pulp and paper technology, at the uled to give
an address next Monday
of informal pictures and asks that time of his death last May has been
at 4 p.m. in the Little Theatre, on
anyone who has some informal group placed in Aubert Hall.
"Foreign Relations in the I.ight of
shots of three or more people and
Presented by students in the deMy Recent Foreign Tour."
would like to lend the negatives to
the publication submit them to Vir- partment, the plaque commemorates
A member of the Senate Committee
the professor as one "whose wisdom, on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
ginia Kennedy at Balentine Hall.
The scheduling of appointments for g•mial personality, and understand- Senator Brewster and four other
portraits has been completed and no ing inspired students of the pulp and senators attended the Interparliamenfurther appointments will be made paper technology department through- tary Union in Rome in September,
where more than 300 members of
after November 10. Juniors who have
out his entire teaching career, 1923parliaments from 30 nations discussed
not yet received an appointment are
48."
the problems of preserving free govasked to notify the Prism board in
The memorial will also be inscribed ernment throughout the world.
its office on the second floor of the
with the names of students who "have
MCA building.
The Senator was also one of the
excelled in scholarship, character, and
delegates to the last meeting in Cairo
The staff also asks those Juniors
fortitude" while majoring in pulp and
a year ago where the form of Ameriwho have not yet picked up their
paper technology.
can aid to Europe was one of the
proofs to do so as soon as possible.
major problems. At that time he led
Tech Faculty Meets
the successful fight against a resoluStudents Plan Recitals
The faculty of the College of Tech- tion for the United States to underThe first in a series of student re- nology held its October meeting last write the reparations of Germany to
citals is to be held Wednesday, No- Monday in Aubert Hall.
Russia.
vember 3. at 4:45 p.m., in 102 CarneSenator Brewster's appearance is
gie Hall.
being sponsored by the Politics and
Phi Kappa Phi Elects
The recitals, of about one-hour duInternational Relations Clubs.
ration, will cover all branches of apPhi Kappa Phi met yesterday afterSubscriptions for THE MAINE
plied music. Faculty and students are noon in 27 Wingate Hall to elect
CAMPUS rill be received at 202
cordially invited.
new members.
E.7.0 .-1;r7e.r.
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Hard worsted suits
Topcoats
Overcoats
Tuxedos

MEN!

31.50 and 37.50

Dodge Clothes

GET

P.) 'Main st... Bangor

WARMTH

•

11111S01 ACHIEIEMENT MAUD

PLUS THAT

Week of October 25

BOLD
LOOK

To

IIAL MOULTOI
Lambda Chi Alpha
In recognition of his efforts in helping to
make our band an outstanding organization.
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERF'ICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

This is the GIANT that kills cold! Brawny Whitman

Orono 617

water-repellent

Gabardine outer shell -

•

- keeps wind and wet from yc

•

•

lining keeps warmth with you-insu.-

Nool Alpaca
Knee-length

- full cold-coverage

SURPLUS PORTIBLE MICROSCOPES
We offer a limited quantity of surplus portable microscopes for sale.
These are all new, in original cartons and cost many times the price
for which they are now being offered.
Specifications: Overall height 8 inches, turret with three different
powers. Will accept auxiliary eyepiece for higher powers desired.
Fully adjustable on tiltback base. Optical system: pitch polished lenses.
These portable microscopes are offered subject to prior sale on the
following terms: Price $9.00, includes shipping and packing charges.
Check or money order should be sent with your order or $2.50 deposit,
the microscope to be sent C.O.D. for balance. Any check received

iitleG7EGOR
SPORTSWEAI MADE IN U.

S. A.

FULL LENGTH
STORM COATS
IN
HANDSOME
STYLES and
MATERIALS
49.95 to 69.50

after quantity has been sold will be returned promptly.
GIBSON PAGE CO. INC.
Dealers in War Surplus
Box 1130, Rochester 2, N. Y.

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS
A SEPARATE STORE IN A SEPARATE BUILDING
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